Fascinating The Life Of Leonard Nimoy
English Edi
Yeah, reviewing a ebook fascinating the life of leonard nimoy english edi could be credited with your near
associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, talent does
not suggest that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as skillfully as accord even more than further will offer each success. neighboring to, the
revelation as with ease as insight of this fascinating the life of leonard nimoy english edi can be taken as
well as picked to act.

Leonard Nimoy's Primortals Steve Perry 1997 Based on a comic book series called Primortals, a
novelization tells the story of an alien race who visited Earth many eons ago and absconded with
specimens of terrestrial life before an ecological catastrophe.
The Decameron Giovanni Boccaccio 2017-12-06 John Payne's translation of The Decameron was
originally published in a private printing for The Villon Society, London in 1886. Comprised of 100 novellas
told by ten men and women over a ten day journey fleeing plague-infested Florence, the Decameron is an
allegorical work famous for its bawdy portrayals of everyday life, its searing wit and mockery, and its
careful adherence to a framed structure. The word "decameron" is derived from the Greek and means
"ten days". Boccaccio drew on many influences in writing the Decameron, and many writers, including
Martin Luther, Chaucer, and Keats, later drew inspiration from the book. Giovanni Boccaccio (1313-1375)
was an Italian writer and humanist, one of the founders of the Renaissance. He studied business but
abandoned it eventually to pursue his literary interests. In 1350 Boccaccio met Francesco Petrarca
(Petrarch) (1304-1374), one the most important figures in the beginnings of the Renaissance and
Humanism.
Shekhina Leonard Nimoy 2002 Essay by Donald Kuspit The first monograph by famed actor and director
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Leonard Nimoy, this eerily beautiful photographic study of the female form reveals Nimoy's intrigue with
Old Testament mythology and ancient spirituality. The Shekhina, described by the Kabbala as God's
feminine counterpart, is understood by mystics to be a crucial element of both divine and human spirit,
symbolising the creativity and wisdom without which no being is complete. Here, Nimoy uses 50 duotone
photos as an exhaustive investigation of his own spirituality.
Warmed by Love Leonard Nimoy 1983
The Longest Trek Grace Lee Whitney 1998 The author traces her career in television and motion pictures,
and describes her struggle against alcoholism
Star Trek Stephen E. Whitfield 1968
We are All Children Searching for Love Leonard Nimoy 1977
The Halloween Tree Ray Bradbury 2015 Story originally published: New York: Alfred A. Knopf, A1972.
Star Trek: Lost Scenes Curt McAloney 2018-08-21 Fascinating compilation of previously unseen and fully
restored stills from The Original Series, showing William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy and other cast crew
filming the iconic show. Think you know everything about the Original Series? Think again. Star Trek: The
Lost Scenes is packed with hundreds of never-before-seen color photos of the world's ultimate sci-fi
series. Professionally restored images are used to chronicle the making of the series, reassemble deleted
scenes, and showcase bloopers from the first pilot through the last episode. Whether you're a new Star
Trek fan or a seasoned veteran, this book is a must-have.
Outwitting History Aaron Lansky 2005-09-02 This true story of a quest to save Jewish literature is “a
detective story, a profound history lesson, and a poignant evocation of a bygone world” (The Boston
Globe). In 1980 an entire body of Jewish literature—the physical remnant of Yiddish culture—was on the
verge of extinction. Precious volumes that had survived Hitler and Stalin were being passed down from
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older generations of immigrants to their non-Yiddish-speaking children, only to be discarded or destroyed.
So Aaron Lansky, a twenty-three-year-old graduate student, issued a worldwide appeal for unwanted
Yiddish works. Lansky’s passion led him to travel from house to house collecting the books—and the
stories of these Jewish refugees and the vibrant intellectual world they inhabited. He and a team of
volunteers salvaged books from dusty attics, crumbling basements, demolition sites, and dumpsters.
When they began, scholars thought that fewer than seventy thousand Yiddish books existed. In fact,
Lansky’s project would go on to save over 1.5 million volumes, from famous writers like Sholem Aleichem
and I. B. Singer to one-of-a-kind Soviet prints. This true account of his journey is both “extraordinary”
(The Boston Globe) and “entertaining” (Los Angeles Times). “Lansky charmingly describes his
adventures as president and founder of the National Yiddish Book Center, which now has new
headquarters at Hampshire College in Amherst, Mass. To Lansky, Yiddish literature represented an
important piece of Jewish cultural history, a link to the past and a memory of a generation lost to the
Holocaust. Lansky’s account of salvaging books is both hilarious and moving, filled with Jewish humor,
conversations with elderly Jewish immigrants for whom the books evoke memories of a faraway past,
stories of desperate midnight rescues from rain-soaked dumpsters, and touching accounts of Lansky’s
trips to what were once thriving Jewish communities in Europe. The book is a testimony to his love of
Judaism and literature and his desire to make a difference in the world.” —Publishers Weekly
Star Trek - The Original Series: A Celebration Ben Robinson 2021-09-21 Celebrate Star Trek: The Original
Series with this epic, fully authorized coffee-table book! New interviews, archival conversations, neverbefore-seen art and sketches, and more! Gene Roddenberry’s “Wagon Train to the Stars” continues to
live long and prosper, with Discovery, Lower Decks, and Picard currently on the air, and Strange New
Worlds on the way. But it all began 55 years ago with Star Trek: The Original Series. The second
installment in Hero Collector’s Celebration line (following Star Trek: Voyager – A Celebration), Star Trek:
The Original Series – A Celebration includes more than a dozen new interviews with cast and creatives,
scores of never-before-seen photographs and sketches, as well as chapters taking fresh looks at the
show’s creation, directing, visual effects, props, and most-pivotal episodes.
The Autobiography of Mr. Spock Una Mccormack 2021-09-14 The iconic Star Trek character’s lifestory
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appears for the first time in his own words; perfect for fans of the upcoming Star Trek: Strange New
Words. One of Starfleet’s finest officers and the Federation’s most celebrated citizens reveals his life
story. Mr Spock explores his difficult childhood on Vulcan with Michael Burnham, his controversial
enrolment at Starfleet Academy, his time on the Enterprise with both Kirk and Pike, and his moves to his
diplomatic and ambassadorial roles, including his clandestine mission to Romulus. Brand-new details of
his life on Vulcan and the Enterprise are revealed, along with never-before-seen insights into Spock’s
relationships with the most important figures in his life, including Sarek, Michael Burnham, Christopher
Pike, Kirk, McCoy and more, all told in his own distinctive voice.
A Lifetime of Love Leonard Nimoy 2002 "We are star-met. We are joined. We are blessed. We who have
found each other. We are the dream of the ages. We are the hope, the desire. We are love." With this
tender and contemplative collection of poetry, multifaceted poet, actor, and director Leonard Nimoy
welcomes us into his world of quiet reflection and joyous love. Best known for his role as Mr. Spock in the
enormously popular television and film series STAR TREK, Nimoy takes us along with him on a soulsearching journey in which he explores his innermost thoughts, feelings, and fears, exposing love's
fragility, warmth, and overwhelming presence in his life. Profoundly mindful of the need all people have to
love and be loved, to laugh and to cry, to give as well as to receive comfort and understanding, Nimoy
displays a range of complex and varied emotions in this deeply moving compilation. His words capture the
tenderness and intimacy between two people standing together, united against any hardship, searching
for the light to take them to their dreams, and blessed by the pure and simple delight of having each other
to hold and share life with. Written over the course of his lifetime, these poems go deep inside the mind
and the heart of a very thoughtful and passionate man to reveal the unfettered happiness, unconditional
acceptance, and unmistakable resolve that reside there. Wonderfully insightful and refreshingly candid, A
LIFETIME OF LOVE is an enchanting portrait of a life that has been touched in every way by love. In his
own words... "We are the dreamers. We are the dancers. Life is the music. Love is the song." - Leonard
Nimoy"
The Cardinal of the Kremlin Tom Clancy 2013 The Soviet Union and United States Star Wars race
escalates, Colonel Mikkail Filtov, America's agent in the Kremlin, is about to be betrayed, and only Jack
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Ryan can save Filtov--and world peace.
Beam Me Up, Scotty James Doohan 1996 The actor who brought to life Star Trek's engineering officer
Montgomery Scott discusses his army service during World War II, his career, and relationships with his
co-stars
Beyond Uhura Nichelle Nichols 1995 The first African-American woman to have a major, continuing
television role tells the inside story of "Star Trek" and its creator--her onetime lover and lifelong friend--and
her struggle to overcome racism and bias against women
Mamaleh Knows Best Marjorie Ingall 2016-08-30 We all know the stereotype of the Jewish mother:
Hectoring, guilt-inducing, clingy as a limpet. In Mamaleh Knows Best, Tablet Magazine columnist Marjorie
Ingall smashes this tired trope with a hammer. Blending personal anecdotes, humor, historical texts, and
scientific research, Ingall shares Jewish secrets for raising self-sufficient, ethical, and accomplished
children. She offers abundant examples showing how Jewish mothers have nurtured their children’s
independence, fostered discipline, urged a healthy distrust of authority, consciously cultivated geekiness
and kindness, stressed education, and maintained a sense of humor. These time-tested strategies have
proven successful in a wide variety of settings and fields over the vast span of history. But you don't have
to be Jewish to cultivate the same qualities in your own children. Ingall will make you think, she will make
you laugh, and she will make you a better parent. You might not produce a Nobel Prize winner (or hey,
you might), but you'll definitely get a great human being.
Star Trek Lives! Jacqueline Lichtenberg 1975
Live Long And . . . William Shatner 2018-09-04 Star Trek legend and veteran author William Shatner
discusses the meaning of life, finding value in work, and living well whatever your age. "I have always
felt," William Shatner says early in his newest memoir, that "like the great comedian George Burns, who
lived to 100, I couldn’t die as long as I was booked." And Shatner is always booked. Still, a brief health
scare in 2016 forced him to take stock. After mulling over the lessons he's learned, the places he's been,
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and all the miracles and strange occurrences he's witnessed over the course of an enduring career in
Hollywood and on the stage, he arrived at one simple rule for living a long and good life: don't die. It's the
only one-size-fits-all advice, Shatner argues in Live Long and..:What I Learned Along the Way, because
everyone has a unique life—but, to help us all out, he's more than willing to share stories from his unique
life. With a combination of pithy humor and thoughtful vulnerability, Shatner lays out his journey from
childhood to peak stardom and all the bumps in the road. (Sometimes the literal road, as in the case of
his 2,400-mile motorcycle trip across the country with a bike that didn't function.) William Shatner is one of
our most beloved entertainers, and he intends never to stop entertaining. His funny, provocative, and
poignant reflections offer an unforgettable read about a remarkable man.
New York Magazine 1984-08-06 New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the
New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across
the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy
and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Captain Pike Found Alive! Sean Kenney 2012-10 With these words uttered by fellow co-star Leonard
Nimoy, Sean Kenney's career in film and television began. This book shares the magical ride he
experienced since his debut on Star Trek in 1966.
Phasers on Stun! Ryan Britt 2022-05-31 Written with inside access, comprehensive research, and a downto-earth perspective, Phasers on Stun! chronicles the entire history of Star Trek, revealing that its
enduring place in pop culture is all thanks to innovative pivots and radical change. For over five decades,
the heart of Star Trek’s pro-science, anti-racist, and inclusive messaging has been its willingness to take
big risks. Across thirteen feature films, and twelve TV series—including five shows currently airing or in
production—the brilliance of Star Trek is in its endless ability to be rethought, rebooted, and remade.
Author and Star Trek expert Ryan Britt charts an approachable and entertaining course through Star Trek
history; from its groundbreaking origins amid the tumultuous 1960s, to its influence on diversifying the
space program, to its contemporary history-making turns with LGBTQ+ representation, this book
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illuminates not just the behind-the-scenes stories that shaped the franchise but the larger meaning of the
Final Frontier. Featuring over 100 exclusive interviews with actors and writers across all the generations,
including Walter Koenig, LeVar Burton, Dorothy Fontana, Brent Spiner, Ronald D. Moore, Jeri Ryan, and
many more, Britt gets the inside story on all things Trek, like Spock’s evolution from red devil to the
personification of logical empathy, the near failure to launch of The Next Generation in 1987, and how
Trekkie outrage has threatened to destroy the franchise more than once. The book also dives deep with
creators like Michael Chabon (co-creator of Star Trek: Picard) and Nicholas Meyer (director, The Wrath of
Khan). These interviews extend to the bleeding edge of contemporary Star Trek, from Discovery to Picard
to Lower Decks, and even the upcoming highly anticipated 2022 series, Strange New Worlds. For fans
who know every detail of each Enterprise bridge, to a reader who has never seen a single minute of any
Star Trek, this book aims to entertain, inform, and energize. Through humor, insight, archival research,
and unique access, this journey through the Star Trek universe isn’t just about its past but a definitive look
at its future.
I Am Spock Leonard Nimoy 2015-06-23 First time in trade paperback: the memoir by the late Leonard
Nimoy, best remembered for his portrayal as everyone's favorite Vulcan, Spock, in Star Trek, the TV
series and films. Leonard Nimoy's portrayal of the ever-logical Vulcan, Mr. Spock, is one of the most
recognizable, loved, and pervasive characterizations in popular culture. He had been closer to the
phenomenon of Star Trek than anyone, having played the pivotal role of Spock in the original series, in six
motion pictures, and in a special two-part episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation. I AM SPOCK gives
us Nimoy's unique perspective on the beginnings of the Star Trek phenomenon, on his relationship with
his costars, and particularly on the reaction of the pointed-eared alien that Nimoy knew best. Here, Nimoy
shared the true story behind his perceived reticence to re-create the role and wrote frankly about how his
portrayal defined an icon.
Fascinating: The Life of Leonard Nimoy Richard Michelson 2016-09-06 A moving biography of the late
Leonard Nimoy, the iconic Spock from Star Trek, whose story exemplifies the American experience and
the power of pursuing your dreams. “A wonderful new biography of Nimoy for children, and […] one of the
most unapologetically Jewish profiles for kids in ages. It made me cry."—Tablet Magazine Once there was
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a boy named Leonard who loved to sing and to act. His parents were immigrants who felt like aliens in
America, and certainly didn’t understand Leonard’s drive to perform. “Learn to play the accordion,” his
father told him. “Actors starve, but at least musicians can eke out a living.” But Leonard reached for the
stars . . . and caught them. He moved to Hollywood, where he took acting lessons, and drove a taxi and
took every role he could get. He worked hard, learned his lines, showed up on time, and studied his craft.
Until one day he was offered the role of an alien science officer on a new TV show called Star Trek.
Leonard knew what it felt like to be an alien. But did he want the role? Fascinating is the story of how one
boy followed his dreams to become one of the most beloved figures of our time. "In Leonard’s profound
absence—it is so lucky that his dear friend Richard Michelson has thought to bring us this richly illustrated
account of his inspiring life. Together with Edel Rodriguez they beautifully capture some of the highlights
of Leonard’s journey from immigrants’ son in Boston’s west end—to one of the most iconic and
recognizable characters in the world.”—Zachary Quinto
I Am Not Spock Leonard Nimoy 1975 Leonard Nimoy, the actor, recounts his experiences acting the role
of Mr. Spock, Star Trek's unflappable Vulcan, his reactions to his fame, and his continuing identification
with Spock
TLA Video & DVD Guide 2004 TLA Video (Firm) 2003-10-24 Reviews over 10,000 films, and includes
star, director, and theme indexes.
Amusing Ourselves to Death Neil Postman 2005-12-27 What happens when media and politics become
forms of entertainment? As our world begins to look more and more like Orwell's 1984, Neil's Postman's
essential guide to the modern media is more relevant than ever. "It's unlikely that Trump has ever read
Amusing Ourselves to Death, but his ascent would not have surprised Postman.” -CNN Originally
published in 1985, Neil Postman’s groundbreaking polemic about the corrosive effects of television on our
politics and public discourse has been hailed as a twenty-first-century book published in the twentieth
century. Now, with television joined by more sophisticated electronic media—from the Internet to cell
phones to DVDs—it has taken on even greater significance. Amusing Ourselves to Death is a prophetic
look at what happens when politics, journalism, education, and even religion become subject to the
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demands of entertainment. It is also a blueprint for regaining control of our media, so that they can serve
our highest goals. “A brilliant, powerful, and important book. This is an indictment that Postman has laid
down and, so far as I can see, an irrefutable one.” –Jonathan Yardley, The Washington Post Book World
Battles & Lullabies Richard Michelson 2006 In this poignant book of poetry, Michelson weaves together
the past and present, seeing within his children his own difficult childhood, within current wars the burning
memory of the Holocaust, and within himself, the ghost of his father.
Up Till Now William Shatner 2009-04-28 After almost sixty years as an actor, William Shatner has become
one of the most beloved entertainers in the world. And it seems as if Shatner is everywhere. In Up Till
Now, Shatner sits down with readers and offers the remarkable, full story of his life and explains how he
got to be, well, everywhere. It was the original Star Trek series, and later its films, that made Shatner
instantly recognizable, called by name---or at least by Captain Kirk's name---across the globe. But Shatner
neither began nor has ended his career with that role. From the very start, he took his skills as an actor
and put them to use wherever he could. He straddled the classic world of the theater and the new world
of television, whether stepping in for Christopher Plummer in Shakespeare's Henry V or staring at
"something on the wing" in a classic episode of The Twilight Zone. And since then, he's gone on to star in
numerous successful shows, such as T.J. Hooker, Rescue 911, and Boston Legal. William Shatner has
always been willing to take risks for his art. What other actor would star in history's first---and probably
only---all-Esperanto-language film? Who else would share the screen with thousands of tarantulas, release
an album called Has Been, or film a racially incendiary film in the Deep South during the height of the civil
rights era? And who else would willingly paramotor into a field of waiting fans armed with paintball guns,
all waiting for a chance to stun Captain...er, Shatner? In this touching and very funny autobiography,
William Shatner's Up Till Now reveals the man behind these unforgettable moments, and how he's
become the worldwide star and experienced actor he is today. "It is now Bill Shatner's universe---we just
live in it."---New York Daily News
Born with Teeth Kate Mulgrew 2015-04-14 Raised by unconventional Irish Catholics who knew "how to
drink, how to dance, how to talk, and how to stir up the devil," Kate Mulgrew grew up with poetry and
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drama in her bones. But in her mother, a would-be artist burdened by the endless arrival of new babies,
young Kate saw the consequences of a dream deferred. Determined to pursue her own no matter the
cost, at 18 she left her small Midwestern town for New York, where, studying with the legendary Stella
Adler, she learned the lesson that would define her as an actress: "Use it," Adler told her. Whatever
disappointment, pain, or anger life throws in your path, channel it into the work. It was a lesson she would
need. At twenty-two, just as her career was taking off, she became pregnant and gave birth to a daughter.
Having already signed the adoption papers, she was allowed only a fleeting glimpse of her child. As her
star continued to rise, her life became increasingly demanding and fulfilling, a whirlwind of passionate love
affairs, life-saving friendships, and bone-crunching work. Through it all, Mulgrew remained haunted by the
loss of her daughter, until, two decades later, she found the courage to face the past and step into the
most challenging role of her life, both on and off screen. We know Kate Mulgrew for the strong women
she's played--Captain Janeway on Star Trek; the tough-as-nails "Red" on Orange is the New Black. Now,
we meet the most inspiring and memorable character of all: herself. By turns irreverent and soulful, laughout-loud funny and heart-piercingly sad, BORN WITH TEETH is the breathtaking memoir of a woman who
dares to live life to the fullest, on her own terms.
Star Trek Memories William Shatner 1993
Shatner William Shatner 1979
Too Young for Yiddish Richard Michelson 2002-02-01 Young Aaron wants to learn how to speak to the
chickens like his Zayde (grandfather). Zayde's stories and his many books, with their mysterious worlds
and their guarded secrets, fascinate Aaron. But always Aaron is too young to learn Yiddish. Zayde thinks
that Aaron, and all the new generation of American Jews, should speak English and play baseball?just
like all Americans do. When Zayde becomes very old and can no longer see well enough to read his
precious books, Aaron decides it is time that Zayde teach him to speak to the chickens before it's too late.
This poignant tale about preserving a dying language and the memories of the people who spoke it is also
an eloquent tale of America. The importance of heritage and culture, and of honoring the past while
building a future, is instilled in young minds through this touching story.
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Leonard William Shatner 2016-02-16 New York Times Bestseller Leonard Nimoy and William Shatner first
crossed paths as actors on the set of The Man from U.N.C.L.E. Little did they know that their next roles
as Spock and Captain Kirk, in a new science fiction television series, would shape their lives in ways no
one could have anticipated. In seventy-nine television episodes of Star Trek and six feature films, they
grew to know each other more than most friends could ever imagine. Over the course of half a century,
Shatner and Nimoy saw each other through personal and professional highs and lows. In this powerfully
emotional book, Shatner tells the story of a man who was his friend for five decades, recounting
anecdotes and untold stories of their lives on and off set, as well as gathering stories from others who
knew Nimoy well, to present a full picture of a rich life. As much a biography of Nimoy as a story of their
friendship, Leonard is a uniquely heartfelt book written by one legendary actor in celebration of another.
William Shatner & Leonard Nimoy Bill Shatner 2020-04-27 Leonard Simon Nimoy, born on March 26th,
1931, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S., was an actor, film director, photographer, author, singer, and
songwriter. Leonard was best known for playing Spock in the Star Trek franchise, a character he
portrayed on television then in movies, from a pilot episode during late 1964 to his final film performance
in 2013.
The Language of Angels Richard Michelson 2017-02-21 2018 Sydney Taylor Book Award 2017 National
Jewish Book Award In 1885, few Jews in Israel used the holy language of their ancestors, and Hebrew
was in danger of being lost—until Ben Zion and his father got involved. Through the help of his father and
a community of children, Ben modernized the ancient language, creating a lexicon of new, modern words
to bring Hebrew back into common usage. Historically influenced dialogue, engaging characters, and
colorful art offer a linguistic journey about how language develops and how one person's perseverance
can make a real difference. Influenced by illuminated manuscripts, Karla Gudeon’s illustrations bring Ben
Zion—and the rebirth of Hebrew—to life. A compelling emotional journey — Publisher's Weekly A lively
introduction to the work of a Hebrew language scholar and lover—and his family — Kirkus Reviews A
perfect resource for religious school collections and public library language shelves — Booklist Hebrew
teachers and students in Jewish schools will welcome this gorgeous new picture book about how the
language developed and the impact of one person's perseverance on an entire people — School Library
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Journal
Spirit of the Horse William Shatner 2017-05-23 From his first time riding as a child, William Shatner has
felt a deep love for horses. Whether seated in the saddle, communicating with them, or simply
appreciating their beauty, his bond with these majestic animals is deep. For decades he has sought to
share his joy—with children, veterans, those with disabilities, and many more—through his annual
Hollywood Charity Horse Show. And here, he brings that same joy to his fans and readers. In Spirit of the
Horse, the Star Trek and Boston Legal legend speaks from the heart about the remarkable effect horses
have had on his life and on the lives of others. From his first horse, bought impulsively on the advice of a
twelve-year-old, to his favorite horses, acquired after many years of learning what to look for, this book
draws from Shatner’s own experience and pairs it with a wealth of classic horse stories, including unique
retellings of the Pegasus myth and the feats of the most famous war horses throughout history. The result
is a celebration that captures the unparalleled connection between humans and horses—and the power,
courage, mindfulness, and healing that they can inspire in us. Many fans have heard about Shatner’s
passion for horses; few have seen it revealed as completely as it is here.
Stars of David Abigail Pogrebin 2007 Capturing the diversity of Jewish religious and ethnic identity, a
collection of intimate conversations with sixty-one prominent Jews--including Ruth Bader Ginsburg,
Richard Dreyfuss, Leonard Nimoy, Steven Spielberg, Sarah Jessica Parker, Beverly Sills, and Mike
Wallace--reveals how they feel about their Jewish identity, religion, tradition, faith, and prejudice. Reprint.
35,000 first printing.
Improvising Out Loud Jeff Corey 2017-05-16 Jeff Corey (1914--2002) made a name for himself in the
1940s as a character actor in films like Superman and the Mole Men (1951), Joan of Arc (1948), and The
Killers (1946). Everything changed in 1951, when he was summoned before the House Un-American
Activities Committee. Corey refused to name names and was promptly blacklisted, which forced him to
walk away from a vibrant livelihood as an actor and embark on a career as one of the industry's most
revered acting instructors. In Improvising Out Loud: My Life Teaching Hollywood How to Act, Corey
recounts his extraordinary story. Among the actors who would soon fill his classes were James Dean, Kirk
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Douglas, Jane Fonda, Rob Reiner, Jack Nicholson, and Leonard Nimoy. In 1962, when the blacklist
ended, Corey was one of the industry's first trailblazers to seamlessly reboot his acting career and secure
roles in some of the classic films of the era, including Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid (1969), True
Grit (1969), and Little Big Man (1970), in which he starred as the infamous Wild Bill Hickok. Throughout
his life, Corey sought to capture the human heart: in conflict, in terror, in love, and in all of its small
triumphs. His memoir, which he wrote with his daughter Emily Corey, provides a unique and personal
perspective on the man whose teaching inspired some of Hollywood's biggest names to star in the roles
that made them famous.
Secret Selves 2010
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